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This is fair source stuff, so feel free to modify/improve.

Note on fair use: if you offer these mods to others, I need to be
credited, so don’t make “converter” boxes, for instance, but
“*Maffez* converter boxes”, anything else is plagiarism. If you make
more than *ten* of my mods in commercial contexts (whether mixed
or single mods), be in touch with me (best via gearslutz PM) I don’t
want your money but would like to see proof that you donate to
charity in proportion.
If you want to support this project, you can make a donation under:
https://ko-fi.com/maffez. Here you can also find info on other mods
(under posts).

Be considerate to your environment, help refugees,
and cast your vote in elections 
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General information and RD8-related modification resources
As for the sound generation part, the Behringer RD8 technically retains the Roland TR808
circuit designs. Most components, especially proprietary Roland parts in the original, are
replaced by SMD equivalents. This means while the SMD design requires a little bit of extra
patience and soldering training as compared to modifying circuits with bigger components,
there is ample room on the RD8 PCB, as well as many points where non-SMD parts
(potentiometers, a trimmer, through-hole capacitors) are available as modifications points.
For cases, where SMD parts (resistors or capacitors) need to be removed and partly soldered
back (“lift one side of this”…), it makes sense to watch some tutorials on SMD soldering or
even practicing with SMD solder practice kits.
The Roland TR808 and its later clones (especially the Yocto) were subject to many
modifications, some classic changes being the introduction of bass drum decay extension
and frequency tuning. Many of these can be easily transferred to the Behringer RD8.
The go-to reference for sound modifications to the RD8 are the service notes of the original
TR808, as well as the Yocto schematics, if you want to study the RD8’s instruments
individually.
Pioneering work on the Roland TR808 was discussed on hyperreal.org. Robin Whittle may
well be the guru of professional TR808 techs and his Real World Interfaces pages offer ample
information and sound examples. Stereoping’s pages are also always a good read for
modifying classic machines. The Yocto Builder Community took 808 modifications at least
two levels above, working towards, amongst other things, the Cocteau, an entire mod PCB
for the Yocto. Discussions about these contain ample information useful for modifying the
original, as well as Behringer’s RD8. Musician Jakob Korn, on the other hand, has successfully
transferred mods developed for 808 clones back to the original and posted many pictures for
visual pleasure. There are many more, and without their work, this guide would be emptier.

https://www.synthxl.com/roland-tr-808/
https://www.dsl-man.de/display/DSO/Yocto+Schematics
http://machines.hyperreal.org/manufacturers/Roland/TR-808/mods/
http://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/tr-808/
http://jacobkorn.de/news/roland-tr-808-modrepair.html
https://www.stereoping.com/tr0815-clone/?lang=en
http://www.e-licktronic.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=18
https://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=179813
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Behringer RD8 PCBS
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Behringer RD8 Modifications
1. Chassis Modifications
Rack mounting: Bad news first - the RD8 chassis minus the side cheeks is 46 cm wide, so
rack mounting is not possible.
Side cheeks: The plastic side cheeks can be taken off easily and/or replaced by whatever you
fancy. Also, the inside of the upper (straight) panel of the side cheeks is big enough to
place miniature switches or Tayda 3.5mm jacks inside if you drill mounting holes. Jacks
would go to the sides of the units, like in the real World Interfaces mods.
Rear connections: The connections on the rear are on a single PCB (one of two PCBs in total),
which is connected to the main PCB via two ribbon cables. The ribbons are soldered onto
the main PCB side and fastened with connectors on the jack PCB side (the connectors are
fastened with drops of hot glue to prevent pulling them by accident, which is
formidable). If desired, the connector PCB could be relocated into a separate breakout
box (which could also house jacks and pots for sound modifications). The PCB itself is 45
cm wide.
Places for switches and pots: The front stripe takes 3.5 cm sockets, which is good for trigger
and CV inputs. Side cheeks also take 3.5 sockets if you bend the lugs a bit. When
implementing potentiometers on the chassis top, check if there is enough space
underneath (i.e. no caps).
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Check vertical position of your jacks! If you implement them too high up, they will be in the
way of the PCB. Using tayda 3.5 sockets, I found having the centre of my 6mm hole at 1,3cm
works best. Best remove your jack sockets before taking out the PCB.
Places with enough space (depth) for implementing potentiometers on the top panel are
marked with white crosses.

Note on drilling holes: what works best for me is to start with a number 2 wood drill, then
gradually increase size (4, 5, 6) with metal drill. Use a reamer for making your holes smooth.
NB triple check if you pot or jack will really fit before drilling!
Notes on feeding cables: there is enough space on the sides of the PCB to feed cables from
front to back. Especially when using trigger/CV sockets on the bottom front, ribbon/ Dupont
connectors might be useful 
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2. Trigger Inputs
There is an aftermarket for Tr808 users wanting midi interfacing with wonderful products
such as the CHD Elektroservis Tr808-M (http://www.chd-el.cz/index.php?id=358&lngid=en).
I think it’s fair enough that users of Eurorack or other CV/Trigger sequencers have the
possibility to use the RD8 without midi interface.
Trigger inputs were tested with 5 volt 1ms triggers through an Expert Sleepers Es-3. Triggers
are volume sensitive, i.e. less voltage, lower sound volume (i.e. accent per instrument). The
Roland Tr808 Service Notes (page 4) describe input voltage range (from normal TRG to
Accent full) for CB, CY, OH and HH between 7-14 volts and all other instruments, where S/N
ratio is less of an issue, between 4-14 volts.
AC Interfaces and audio for triggering do also work, so take any audio interface or sampler
with single outs and feed a single shot pulse wave into the RD8. Such triggering is also
velocity sensitive. NB for all instruments except CY & HH this trigger is also part of the audio
signal, so feeding in audio other than single cycle pulse or 1ms trigger, the T-Bridge networks
of BD, SN, and Toms act as audio processors (resonant bandpass filters, which they are).
Wire audio in jacks to diode (prevents voltage drain when no external trigger is present) and
diode to points indicated below.
Instrument
OG Point
BD
C of Q40
SD
C of Q46
LT/LC
C of Q51
MT/MC
C of Q54
HT/HC
C of Q57
RS/ CL
C of Q60
CP/MA
C of Q29
CB
C of Q5
CY
C of Q6
OH
C of Q7
CH
C of Q8

Point for Trigger
R522 top or T51 top
R476 top
T65 top or R530 bottom or R531 bottom
T67 top or R534 bottom or R535 bottom
T69 top or R539 bottom or R540 bottom
T24 bottom or R383 bottom or D60 top
T54 left bottom or R575 bottom
R543 top or D58 top
T43 left bottom or R499 bottom or D23 top
R548 bottom or R507 bottom
T46 top or R505 top
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3. CV Input Modifications For Instruments
Instrument

Point for CV Input/ CV Type

BD
SD

none
- C267 bottom Noise VCA CV (close to 5V triggers TBridge)
- Left lug tune pot: crazy (small CV values or audio)
- Left lug tune pot: crazy (see above)
- Left lug tune pot: crazy (see above)
No rim-shotten-CV (for options see Yocto)
- D47 bottom or C250 top: Reverb Noise VCA CV
- D58 bottom or C302 bottom: VCA CV
- Pin 5 of IC 22 is final VCA CV
- D23 bottom: VCA CV for high range component
- C256 top: total VCA CV
- C221 bottom: cutoff for high range component
- C254 bottom: cutoff for low range component
- C291 top or R443 bottom: VCA CV
- R548 bottom: VCA CV with decay (as set per knob)
on release
- C290 top or R462 bottom: VCA CV
- R460 bottom: VCA CV with full decay on release

LT/LC
MT/MC
HT/HC
RS/ CL
CP/MA
CB
CY

OH

CH

This list is far from comprehensive. You find more on Yocto threads, including the usage of
vactrols for CV controlling potentiometers and resistor values. The ones above are those I
like most. Tom CV inputs I have on switched jacks, so when feeding CV into low tom, the two
others receive CV as well unless a jack is plugged into their own respective CV input. Use
small value resistors in between wire and CV point rather than wiring directly or, if you want
to go extra belts and braces, buffer your signal with an opamp, for instance.

4. Instrument group modifications
These mods affect several instruments at once, mostly those having white or pink noise as
one component and those using the output of the hex inverter.

4.1 Noise trimmer modification (Snare, Toms, Maracas, Clap)
Snare, the toms, the clap and the maracas are fed by a noise sources. The toms have a pink
noise component (derived from white noise) and the rest white noise. The noise level
trimmer on the PCB regulates the overall noise level fed into all of these instruments, so
turning it is going to change the noise part of those instruments simultaneously.
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a) Fixed regulation is easy – just turn the trimmer for desired result.
b) Variable regulation can be achieved easily by adding a potentiometer in series to the
noise trimmer (minimum value 2.2k). This way you can add noise level, yet not
completely deactivate noise for the respective instruments. This is the easiest way to
relocate the noise trimmer to the panel.
c) Variable regulation with zero noise level would require you to unsolder the trimmer
and replace it with a potentiometer.

4.2 White Noise output
Best places I found so far are top R377 (OG R133), top C262 (OG C32, this is attenuated by
22k) or C214 bottom.
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4.3 Alternative Noise input
If you are confident enough to lift one side of R377 or remove it entirely, you can use a
switched socket (and an additional 22K resistor, should you remove R377 entirely) to have
an alternative noise/sound input for snare, toms, maracas, etc. If jack in this switched socket
is unplugged, internal noise is used, and if plugged, external sound is fed into the circuits.
The internal square wave mix gives a nice metal sheen to the snare (this might be how
Jomox did it with their XBASE 888) but is not so noticeable with the toms. Pink noise, on the
other hand, works very nicely will all instruments.

4.4 GRIT Modification for Cymbal and Hi-Hats
By fading some noise into the source signal of CY and HH you obtain a tad (or quite a bit)
more sizzle and phasing for these instruments.
a) Internal: take some noise from C214 bottom and connect to A10k potentiometer (ground
of that potentiometer remains unconnected), the middle lug of which goes to bottom of
C258, which feeds the cymbal and Hi Hat section. NB that reverse current spikes might
affect the noise circuit.
b) External: wire an audio input jack to bottom of C258, which is my favourite option since
you can use this jack as a square-mix output OR an input for audio/CV.

4.4 Hexinverter modification (instruments Cowbell, Cymbal, Hi Hat)
The sound source of BC, CY, HO, and HC is a mix of different square waves of a different
pitches generated by a Schmitt-trigger (IC35 on the RD8) and passively mixed by resistors.
Square 1 and 2 go into the cowbell circuit through R497 (33k) plus C320 and R582 (33k) plus
C335 (in the original R62, R64, C32 and C33). All six squares are passively mixed on the RD8
by R583, 584, 585, 586, 605, 606 (all 120k) to serve as the source sound for CY and OH, and
CH. For the cymbal the source sound feeds into C288 and C289 (OG C10 and C11), followed
by two band pass filters (IC33 on the RD) and a decayed VCA. For the hats, the signal after
the first of those band pass filters is distorted, filtered again and decayed by VCAs.
a) Different square wave levels: By inserting pots or resistors of lower values in parallel to
one or several of R583, 584, 585, 586, 605, 606 you increase the volume of the
respective square wave of this source mix. Adding 47k in parallel sounds like a nice
balance to me, adding something along 15k makes that one waves quite pronounced.
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b) The backend of the hexinverter (in the original schematic anything left of the loop, i.e.
TM1, TM2, the 2x560k, 680k resistors etc. etc.) feeds on the RD8 into the CPU, so
technically the pitch of the respective square waves could be tuned per firmware.
c) The sound source of the cowbell sound can be replaced by lifting the NEGATIVE legs
(indicated by white stripe) of C320 and C 335. You can feed an external/alternative
source sound (say, the internal white noise?) into one or two of those legs. To allow for
switching between original and alternative sound you would need a dual switch rather
than a normalling jack socket. Any signal going in here will be band pass filtered and go
through a decay-modulated VCA.
d) The sound source of Cymbal and Hats could also be replaced by lifting out C288 and
C289, which would be a tad fiddly since those two are SMD.
e) HEXAN-MOD: the square waves going out of the Schmitt-trigger can modulate each
other. For most audible effect I connect Pin 1 and 5 or Pin 1 and 13 on IC35 by means of
an on/off/on or use a 100k-1mega pot, by means of which you can cross modulate,
sounds (the option I use in my unit).
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5. Individual Instrument modifications:
5.1 Bass Drum:
Bass drum decay time extension: The original mod by R. Whittle suggest to solder a resistor
of 330-390k in parallel with R164 (47k) on the original PCB, which increases the feedback
of the T-bridge network just enough to approach self-oscillation. R332 on the Behringer
PCB is the equivalent of the original, putting a resistor in parallel does the trick. However,
the values I found most useable were between 1 mega and 930k. The result is a much
longer boom that nicely falls flat. You can use this best with a switch and the most
convenient places to solder the two cables (if not using top and bottom of R332) are top
of C241 and the left lug of the decay potentiometer.
Bass drum pitch envelope depth: I found a pitch envelope depth mod on the Yocto page
which works excellently on the RD8 as well. R166 on the 808/Yocto sets the amount of
decay to pitch frequency. On the RD8 this is R372 (6.8k). If you lower this value, pitch
envelope amount increases. Least intrusive mod: insert a resistor (2.5k-5.1k) in parallel
to R372 (easier points for soldering are top of T27 and bottom of C240). Alternatively,
you can insert your resistor with a potentiometer in series, also in parallel to R372, so
you can fade between the original and the increased amount seamlessly. More
intrusively, you could unsolder R372 and solder your resistor and switch/ resistor and
potentiometer to the mini solder pads on the PCB freed by the unsoldered R372.
Bass Drum filter: Even on its lowest setting, the RD8 BD Tone setting lets through quite a bit
of the bass drums initial click. This can be reduced by wiring a non-polarizing capacitor
over C177 (cap values up to 1uf make sense, the latter being almost already too
extreme). This way you lower the lowest cutoff frequency of the passive low pass filter
comprised by the BD Tone circuit. If find 100nf film box type cap best. Increasing the
value of R267 or the BD Tone potentiometer would be more destructive.
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Body-talk: when touching the top of R372, I found the BD tone responding weird in a nice
way, so harnessing this small electrodermal instability, I install a mini-metal plate (head
of a screw) on the panel, which I feed through a 100k potentiometer that then goes to
the top of R372. With the pot you can deactivate the small wobble, if not wanted. More
of a circuit bending mod...
Nice paper on the properties of the 808 kick:
http://www.dafx14.fau.de/papers/dafx14_kurt_james_werner_a_physically_informed,_ci.p
df

5.2 Snare:
No changes. For CV insert point see above. For possibilities see Yocto mod pages.

5.3 Toms/Congas:
No changes. For CV insert point see above. For possibilities see Yocto mod pages.

5.4 RS/ Clave:
Clave volume: To increase the clave volume just put 56k-100k across R422 (OG R319). Since
some users find the RS too loud and the CL too low, the easiest solution is to increase CL
to match RS level and then dial the whole instrument level back with the volume pot.
Rimshot lower pitch: RS sound can be made a tad lower, or less spikey, by wiring a 100nf cap
(non-polarizing) across C249.

5.5 Clap/Maracas:
No changes. For CV insert point see above. For possibilities see Yocto mod pages.

5.6 Cowbell:
A neat webpage on the 808 Cowbell Circuit: http://www.frisnit.com/roland-tr-808-cowbellrebuild/
Alternative sound in: the sound source of the cowbell sound can be replaced by unsoldering
two capacitors and – each capacitor is unsoldered and the top leg of each is inserted
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again. The free bottom legs are connected to a dual switch as follows: middle lugs to cap
legs, in1 legs to hole in PCB, in2 leg/s to one input socket (a normal switching socket
procedure is not going to work well because two sound sources, i.e. the outputs of
Schmitt Trigger 1 and 2 are summed into one cowbell sound). Any external input fed into
this circuit will be going through the decay-modulated VCA of the cowbell circuit.
Cowbell decay: R578 and C334 (OG R82 and C34) ad some sustain to the RC decay envelope
D58 and C302 (OG D2 and C9). If you bridge R578 (just a wire across), you increase the
sustain portion a bit. Proper prolongation of decay can be had by exchanging or adding
another cap to C302. Found a 2.2u electrolytic (NP) just added to C302 sounded nice.
Adding a switch for on/off should be done at the top leg.
BTW: the cowbell audio out is an excellent trigger for synthesizers needing more than a 1ms
trigger pulse to get going, such as the Odyssey or the Model D.

5.7 Cymbal:
Cymbal Decay – Cymbal decay is set by the decay pot (2Mega) and R436 (470k, R93 in OG).
By putting a potentiometer or resistor and switch of lower value than original (say a 56k
or lower), you shorten the decay time. Putting R and switch between top of R436 and left
leg of decay pot, you can switch immediately from long to short and vice versa for
dynamic effects.
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6. Some Background Information on Instrument Summing and Phase Inversion in the RD8
6.1 Phase inversion why and how:
The audio signal on the RD8 mono out is phase inverted, while it is neither on the single
instrument outputs nor on headphone outs. The reason for this peculiarity is that Dry/FX bus
selection (“FX Send”) is, I think, done by a phase inversion trick.
The Coolaudio V411 used as “FX Send” switches (ICs 8-10) are quad-SPST, i.e. simple on/off
switches connecting an input with an output when activated by control voltage. What you
would expect to hear with such an on/off method is the FX signal added to the dry signal,
when the switch is on. For proper “FX on = Dry off” you would need a double-throw switch
(“select between input A or B, which is then sent to output”). So, in order to make the dry
signal disappear using only “on/off”, phase cancellation is utilized. Any instrument sent to
the FX bus is split into a signal fed into the FX and a dry signal (passing C61) that is inverted
and summed back to the main mix through R4. This inverted version of the instrument signal
cancels out its non-inverted counterpart, thus silencing those instruments in the dry main
mix that are sent to FX. This assumption is substantiated by: a) When decoupling the FX
input section (C75) after the FX Bus summing, any external signal fed into the FX will also
feed into the inverted dry bus (send a saw wave in and things will sound weird), and b)
grounding the bottom of R4 or R26 (both of which carry an inverted dry signal of
instruments sent to FX), the dry signal of instruments sent to FX appears in the main mix (the
cancellation signal is “sucked out” by grounding). So, technically this is not a clean “Insert
FX” situation but a workaround, possibly to save IC parts (with three V411s more, you could
have had proper SPDT switching).

6.2 Instrument Summing:
Summing of instruments to a mono mix happens several times in the RD8. First, all
instrument signals are fed individually to the jack board by the right row of 220 ohm
resistors; they are also fed to the left row of resistor pairs (just right of IC6) which are for the
headphone mix.
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Each headphone mix goes through an opamp at IC6 (top right = left, bottom right = right),
then to C12 (left) & C13 (right), near the headphone pot, that same pot, and then finally to
the headphone jack.

As for the main mix and the FX send mix, the signal chain is as follows: On the jack board, the
instrument signal is fed through the single output jacks (which are switched sockets, i.e.
plugging in a cable breaks the signal chain) and back to the main board through two sets of
resistors. Next or under each single instrument out jack are two resistors: one leading back
to the dry mix chain, one to the FX mix chain.

The dry mix resistors are for summing (they have different values, equivalent to those
resistors in the other submix chains) the main mix at IC3 (an opamp) on the jack board. The
resistors for feeding back the FX send signal are for safety, not for summing (they are all 1k).
The FX send sum is mixed right under the FX send IC switches (IC 8-19) near the FX section.
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Except for the two headphone mixes, most of this seems logical. Your headphone carries all
instruments at all times for auditioning, while the connection to FX and the main mix is
broken for those instruments that are sent out through the individual outputs.
Having two headphone mixes (one for left and one for right), however, seems unnecessary
when your mix is mono. Maybe instrument panning was once planned and then discarded
with the final design of the mono FX section. Who knows…

6.3 Final Summing:
More relevant to mods is the section where all the different sums are mixed to a final output
mix that then goes to the Main Output. This happens in the top left corner around the
master volume potentiometer. R2 carries the signal of the external “Return” input, R3 the
main dry mix, and R4 the dry phase-inverted mix of all instruments sent to FX. Those
resistors mix the three signals together, then feeding the final sum through C17 and R17 into
an opamp and then through C14 and the output potentiometer.
How the wet FX signal enters the chain eludes me still; it is present in the mix at the top left
pin of IC3. I am not sure if we need to find this though, because even without knowing this…
a) You can have a main mix signal that is ca. 8db louder; b) You can have a Wet FX only
signal; c) you can have a proper FX insert; and finally d) you can route your “Return” jack
signal to other places. My personal plan: reroute louder signal at top of R3 to main output,
use headphone jack as FX insert (decouple FX section completely and use TRS splitter cable
for in/out), and replace then unnecessary headphone volume pot with poi for blending
“Return” signal between “silent”, “dry” and “FX”. This means replacing the headphone pot,
removing R2, R3, R4 and lifting out C12, C13, and C14.
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7. Filter FX unit:
7.1 Audio input that goes through the FX section:
An easy to solder option is to wire audio in cables to the left or middle lugs of each
instrument volume potentiometer (put a resistor with higher value in between); this means
external in shares volume pot a and FX on/off with that instrument.

7.2 “Return” Input Through FX Filter:
One rather annoying feature of the RD8, the signal of “Return” jack input on the back not
going through the FX section can be overcome.
Going through the filter only is far less invasive than going through the entire FX section.
Remove R2 and wire a 4k7 to the top solder pad that has just become free; this goes to the
middle lug of an SPDT switch; left lug goes to the bottom solder pad that just became vacant
by removing R2, and right lug goes to bottom of C8/ top of R14. If the “Return” signal needs
to go through the Wave Designer also, see instructions for crafting a “proper” FX insert
below. NB this will affect aspects of all internal instruments too.
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7.2 All FX On/Off Switch:
If you want to like implement a switch for “momentary” or toggle switching between
wet/dry signals of all those instruments sent to FX, you will need to lift the positive (upper)
leg of C75. Rewire the solder hole (where the leg of C75 used to be) and the lifted leg to a
switch. There you go.

7.3 “Proper” FX Section Insert:
This affects all internal instrument FX signals also. Lift the upper leg of C75, which becomes
your FX input (you can also route the “Return” in to this). NB that feeding signal in here also
creates an inverted dry version of that same signal (see notes on summing and inversion), so
remove R4 to prevent signal inversion nonsense. NB that this also affects all internal
instruments (you will hear wet *and* dry signal of internal instruments, not just wet). Why
would you do this? You use your singe instrument outputs with a mixing desk or audio
interface and want to EQ/compress them separately before sending a submix/bus to the
RD8 FX section. You can live with the minor caveat of using the RD8 FX when not utilizing a
mixing desk in a “send” rather than “insert” fashion. I think this is fully worthwhile in a studio
setup or if you want to use the RD8 as an external FX processor for other sound sources.
I myself plan on going even a bit further and sacrificing my headphone out (which I never use
anyways, having an audio interface) to craft an insert socket I can use with a splitter cable.

7.4 Dry FX Send Sum to External Socket
You can tap the dry mix of those internal instruments sent to the FX bus sum at the bottom
of R109 or the positive leg (upper) of C75 for having the ability to send that signal to an
external FX processor or monitor etc.

7.5 Wave Designer Output Pre Filter
Wave Designer direct output: Top of R1 makes a Wave Designer output (pre-filter) available
(signal is inverted). Lifting R1 should decouple the WD output from the filter (yet untested).

7.6 Filter Input and Filter Outputs:
C8/R14 makes a direct filter input available (filter on/off switch has no effect). Low pass and
high pass filter signals can be output simultaneously: on top of R24 you can tap the low pass
filter out, and on top of R54 the high pass filter out. Signal remains in correct phase.
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7.7 Wave Designer AMP and Filter Cutoff and Resonance CV:
a) WD Amp: The wave designer is sensitive to CV values. When driven from point R262 use
signal through diode to add to attack and sustain pot positions or w/o diode to fully
close/open VCA by means of an ADSR, for instance (very slight internal CV bleed persists,
however, so signal does not fully go silent; NB this was tested before removing R4, so that
could make a difference). Also, negative CV values on R262 result in respectable distortion.
b) Filter cutoff CV: best point for input is on bottom of R12 or C17, which was tested with 05V. Used with a diode, external CV is added to cutoff potentiometer current. Without diode,
your cutoff potentiometer has no effect.
c) Filter resonance CV input is on bottom of R131, which was tested with 0-5V. Used with a
diode, external CV is added to resonance potentiometer current. Alternatively, you can feed
CV into the bottom of R16, which also affects the resonance, but in a much more forceful
way (self-oscillation is possible, and quite some screaming sounds). I use a switch for my CV
input to have both options.

NB: Used with external audio in, you can turn if desired, the RD8 FX section into the
analogue backend of a mono synthesizer voice (with VCA before VCF, a bit like in the Korg
NJM2069 chip).
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8. Alternative Instrument Mix Outputs:
8.1 Hotter main output with non-phase-inverted signal
Top of R3 carries a non-inverted main mix signal that is ca. 8db hotter than the usual main
mix output. If individual direct outputs of instruments are plugged, those instruments are
subtracted from the signal sum at the top of R3, but FX Send on/off has no effect on this.
This is the best louder and phase-correct alternative to the mono output jack. If you plan on
using an additional FX wet signal output, you can “sacrifice” the main mono mix output on
the back for this hotter dry output: lift the upper (positive) leg of C14 and wire this leg to the
top of R3 – done!

8.2 Single Outputs
The single instrument outputs are switched sockets, that is, if you plug a cable in the
connection between the signal form the instrument back to the main mix is interrupted. On
the picture, the section marked blue contains the ribbon pins feeding signal to and from the
jacks. The section marked pink is labeled incorrectly on the picture below. These are the
instrument signals going from the main PCB to the jack PCB, so they are always on.
If you want the main mix of your RD retain all instruments even when single outs are
plugged, you could just connect the points “from instrument” to the “to main mix” points
with a wire, so that plugging in a cable into the socket has no effect.

8.3 Rewire headphone output
If you don’t use the headphone output, you can use that jack for many things, for instance
and FX insert or a jack that outputs low pass filter on the right and high pass filter on the left.
If you want to retain the stereo potentiometer, just remove C12 (left) and C13 (right) and
wire signal/s to the bottom holes where the cap legs used to be. If you don’t need the pot
either, unsolder it and wire signals to the holes where the middle lugs of the pot used to be.
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8.4 Trigger Outputs Mod
This is kind of my popular one at the moment since folks have tried this successfully with an
MS101 and seem quite happy. The trigger outs on the RD8 send a 1ms 5v spike, which is not
enough for some synthesizers to trigger (Model D or MS101, for instance). You can easily
change this by turning the trigger spikes of the Trig Outs to sweet little RC envelopes. Just
tap the trigger signal, feed it through a diode and a capacitor as in the badly drawn
schematic below, boom, there you go. Users report that caps between 0.1uf to 1uf work.

What that passive circuit does is: trigger charges capacitor and the diode prevents the
voltage to go back where it came from. Don’t forget to ground the other leg of the capacitor.
I used a standard diode and a 1uf film box cap. You can easily build a small “converter box”
for this without even opening the RD or MS101, or you can even place this in a cable jack –
how cool is this?! The cowbell VCA envelope gave me the idea.
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RD8 PCB Backside
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